Term Project

Determine interest

What has been done?

Set up proposal

Share

How you propose to research your problem

Annotated bibliography

Topic

Problem, Context, Hypothesis

Presentation

Final Proposal
Key criteria

- Critical thinking
- Ability to clearly communicate
- Professional presentation
Next deliverable (10/22)

Problem: defines your central question.

Context: what has been done? Situate the reader.

Hypothesis: what do you think the outcome will be?

Bibliography: revise from annotated bibliography
Group work

• Provide feedback and support to each other based on common interests
• Help focus research project
• Share resources
Group presentation

Use group collaboration to produce an effective multimedia presentation with one of these three purposes:

- To propose funding/support for (1) one of the research projects within your small group
- To educate others in the class about important questions and research within the larger field you share as a group
- To propose one or two key concepts or insights about the larger field you share as a group.

You'll then "defend" your multimedia presentation in front of the class in a Q&A session.